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the hits - the very best of (miracle records, 1988) it's always nice to have a kenny rogers compilation, even if it's the worst-selling one he's ever done. this was his last major-label lp and even though it's full of the same stuff that he was doing around this time (i.e., streisand, the theme from "the odd couple"), the selection is much, much better. the title track is the best and most up-tempo cut. the best of kenny rogers (pickwick records, 1979) one of the few kenny rogers albums to have a hit single. the song
was the number one country hit for johnny cash in '78. here it's a nice, brisk ballad, one of several smooth ballads that his career produced. a bonus is that even though it was originally a cash song, it was a slow, nice, romantic country song, which is usually a rarity in country music. the only downside is that the song had already been done by the likes of ray stevens, billy swan, david houston, and two other cash-singing artists. it's still a nice record, though. no time for dreamin' (the kenny rogers story) a
biopic of the oak ridge boys' frontman, starring billy bob thornton, is nearing completion, but it seems as though the rights are owned by some of the nashville crooners who are featured, so we won't hear anything of it. not that i expect to hear much more of anything more complex and musically-nuanced from kenny rogers than we already have, but having said that, it's nice to see some commercial music from the 'seventies, especially one based in the south! i'd walk 500 miles (the kenny rogers story)

don't let the title fool you; this isn't a song about the distance between his home and the stage where he's waiting to do his thing. just the distance between his home and the hospital, where he was told he was going to die. the song was actually written about a fellow who got in a car crash and died. the first verse tells the story, and the chorus brings in the pain in his voice. a little sad, but a great tune.
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jody miller's la la love songs (acoustic instrumental) (pickwick records, 1979-) (lp) jody was an old-timey singer who was discovered by kenny. the discs here were jody's demos, so he played most of them. the first record is a cover of the kenny rogers song, i'm a prisoner of love; i think that's the only kenny rogers original
here. i think the others are oldies, or at least oldies-style songs. they were recorded at radio station wogn in new jersey, in 1978. the kenny rogers show: live from harbin, china (pickwick records, 1979-) (lp) the ken roger show was recorded at the harbin friendship theater in harbin, china in 1979. the set list was all music you
would expect to see on the show, plus a couple of foreigner songs and a couple of the theme songs from the f/x-squared tv series. the original kenny rogers christmas album (mca, 1978) kenny and his family are the focus of this rather cheesy video disc, which includes the title track, an original kenny rogers song, along with
auld lang syne, jingle bells, santa claus is coming to town, o come all ye faithful, and winter wonderland. it's got a few other holiday-season-y songs, but since they're from other labels, it's a bit of a mixed bag. steppin' out (pickwick records, 1978) a country cover of a country song. it's one of the few kenny rogers/johnny cash

duets, a country recording that was originally by a female artist (gloria macfarlane) and was performed by a country rocker (dolly parton) in the 1980s. it's a nice song and the duet was a little more convincing. still, you could do a lot worse. 5ec8ef588b
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